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Introduction 

 

Area 

This toponymic survey covers the area currently designated as the Quinag Estate, Assynt, as 

delineated in the John Muir Trust’s map below. Names from the immediate environs of the 

survey area have been included where relevant or interesting. 

 

 

        Map © John Muir Trust 2012 

 

Land Use 

In order to understand historic land use in this area it is necessary to look past any idea of 

‘the estate’, as Quinag was in the past a shared resource, with each farm that backed onto 

the hill having grazing rights to their own particular portion. Therefore any shielings, etc. 

must be understood in relation to the farm of which they were an integral part. The 

hinterland of each home baile also included peat bogs, woodlands, burns and lochs which 

would have supplied a variety of valuable resources year-round – see pg. 184 of the Old 

Statistical Account for ‘The ancient Divisions of the Land of the whole Parish’. As the saying 

goes regarding the rights of the Gàideil, breac à linne, slat à coille ‘s fiadh à fìreach – ‘a fish 
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from the burn, a staff from the wood and a deer from the moor’ – wild resources were just 

as important as farmed.  

John Home’s 1774 maps of the individual farms are readily available on the National Library 

of Scotland website, and should be consulted wherever necessary, as they are an 

unparalleled and invaluable resource in the context of the wider north-west area, and 

provide a uniquely detailed snapshot of pre-‘Improvement’ land use. Please see the 

bibliography for source references and links. 

 

Sources 

The head-names in the gazetteer are taken from the current versions in use in the 2007 

Ordnance Survey Explorer, unless stated otherwise. The majority of place-names in the 

survey area and in the wider parish are only first attested in the 1878 Ordnance Survey six 

inch first edition. It is important then to bear in mind that this record represents a snapshot 

of how these names were remembered and understood at the time, and that without any 

older forms available to us a number of ambiguities remain unresolved. In Assynt we are 

lucky to have Home’s 1774 survey as a source for a number of earlier versions. Only a 

handful of names are attested in any more antique sources, with a few forms taken from 

Roy’s 1747 Military Survey, a 1681 disposition from Seaforth to Mackenzie, and Pont’s 1583 

map of Assynt. The name of the hill, Quinag, A’ Chuinneag, ‘the milk pail’, is the earliest and 

best-attested in the survey area, unsurprising given both the value of hill pasture to the 

region, and her arresting presence in the landscape. 

 

Language  

There are few translation issues in this area – these names are entirely and mostly 

unproblematically Gaelic, with some Old Gaelic elements. Whether this is evidence of their 

indigeneity, or of something more complicated, is a question that needs further research. 
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Key to entries 

 

 

HEAD NAME          PARISH ABBREVIATION* Classification* GRID REFERENCE 

Historic form Date and source 

Historic form Date and source 

Language abbreviation* toponymic element [nominative singular], ‘meaning of name’ 

Discussion of any relevant issues pertaining to the translation; etymology; information 

gleaned from historic maps; available archaeological information; location and topography; 

cross-references. 

 

 

*ASY = Assynt 

*i.e. relief feature, island, water, settlement, vegetation, etc. 

*G = Scottish Gaelic; OG = Old Gaelic; S = Scots; E = English; en = existing name. 

Other common abbreviations: OSA = Old Statistical Account; OSNB = Ordnance Survey Name 

Books; PNRC = Place-names of Ross and Cromarty. 
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Gazetteer 

 

AIRIGH ARAINN           ASY Settlement NC197323 

Skeran sheeling 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no. 6) 

Airidh Arainn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G àirigh; G àra, ‘kidney shieling’ ? 

           or; G àrainn, ‘shieling of the (deer) forest, bounds’ ? 

OSNB says ‘English meaning not known’ – it is the only recorded place-name in Scotland 

featuring this specific element in this form. Arainn is ‘hearth’, àrainn with an accent is ‘area, 

locality’, e.g. from Dwelly: Air àrainn na beinne, ‘all around the hill’ (Beinn Doran, p 93), with 

a further meaning of ‘deer forest, bounds’ – but both should have an -e ending in the 

genitive. Home’s version suggests we may be missing something. If gramatically correct it 

would be àra, ‘kidney’ - genitive singular form àrainn. Attested in place-names elsewhere 

but only as na h-àra - ‘of the kidney’. The shieling belonged to Ardvar farm. A possibly 

kidney-shaped hollow at the eastern end of Clais Ardbhair, where Allt Ardbhair meets Allt 

Airigh Arainn. 

 

AIRIGH NA BEINNE           ASY Settlement NC216306 

Ardneban 1681 SRO RD14 78 429 

Airidh na Beinne 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G àirigh; G an; G beinn, ‘shieling of the mountain’ 

Not included by Home, but located where he has ‘High rugged rocky Hill ground yielding 

course pasture’ at the north side of Sàil Gharbh (map 7), at the mouth of Bàthaich 

Cuinneige. Potentially misplaced – the nearest water source is a little to the north, towards 

Loch Airigh na Beinne.  Home has a shieling (of Unapool farm) on the north side of the loch – 

see Canmore records 358494 & 70451 for details of huts and an enclosure. 1681 source 

cites as a ‘town’, which may support the lochside location, more suitable for a settlement. 

Perhaps surprisingly, not actually a very common name – the only other examples are in 

Lewis, Ross and Knoydart. 
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                Pre-Clearance dwellings depicted by Home in his 1774 Survey of Assynt (map no. 2, map no. 10) 

 

ALLT A’ BHATHAICH           ASY Water NC204293 

Allt a’ Bhathaich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; G bàthach, ‘burn of the byre’ 

The bàthach in question is of course Bàthaich Cuinneige. Springs from a variety of sources in 

the high ground between Sàil Ghorm and Sàil Gharbh, joining Allt a’ Ghamhna to terminate 

in Loch Airigh na Beinne.  

 

ALLT AIRIGH ARAINN           ASY Water NC196314 

Allt Airidh Arainn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; en Airigh Arainn, ‘burn of Airigh Arainn’ 

See Airigh Arainn. A small burn that begins in Lochan na Sàile and joins Allt Ardbhair at 

Airigh Arainn.  

 

ALLT A’ GHAMHNA           ASY Water NC217312 

Allt a’ Ghamhna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; G gamhain, ‘burn of the stirk’ 

One of a group of gamhain-names around Torgawn. A larger burn that flows from Loch 

Airigh na Beinne and meets the sea at Poll a’ Ghamhna.  

 

ALLT AN LEACACH           ASY Water NC235282 

Allt an Leacach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G alltan; G leacach, ‘wee slabby burn’ 

A leacach (n) is a ‘bare summit’; the mistranscribed definite article here is instead the 

diminutive suffix, and leacach is then the adjective, ‘abounding in tombstones, flags, plates 
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or slabs’, making the name more accurately Alltan Leacach, similarly to the Alltan Leacach 

near Stronechrubie, and many other examples elsewhere – see OSNB record 

OS1/33/18/249. Although I have not personally visited this burn, the Quinag area abounds 

in slabby rocks. Stems from a small pool at the grid reference given above and various 

springs nearby, and flows into Loch na Gainmhich. 

 

ALLTAN NA SALACH           ASY Water NC204310 

Alltan na Sàlach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G alltan; G an; OG sail, ‘wee burn of the willow’ 

Salach is the adjective ‘dirty’, which is a common mistranslation of this element. This instead 

is the OG (Old Gaelic) sail, ‘willow’, which takes the genitive form sàlach. No meaning is 

given in the OSNB. Willow is one of the most useful plants for weaving baskets and creels 

among other things and would have been cultivated near settlements for such purposes; its 

bark was also used medicinally – when its active constituent, acetylsaliclic acid, was isolated 

by chemists in the 19th century, it became the world’s best-selling drug (Mary Beith, 

'Aibideil na Craoibh Ogam/Gaelic Tree Alphabet', from A' Chroabh/The Tree, Dornoch 

Studio, 2000). The name could also come from a story involving an item made of willow, 

such as a wand. Springing from a small pool at the north-west tip of Sàil Ghorm, this burn 

travels north-west to join Allt Ardbhair at Airigh Arainn.  

 

ALLT BAD NA FEARNAIG           ASY Water NC195277 

Allt Bad na Fearnaig 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; en Bad na Fearnaig, ‘burn of Bad na Fearnaig’ 

See Bad na Fearnaig. Unnamed on the 2007 OS Explorer. A continuation of Uidh an 

Leothaid, the name given to the burn that  flows from Loch an Leothaid and various 

tributaries at the base of Quinag and runs southwards through Gleann Leireag; this name 

applies to the section from Bealach Leireag joins Loch Assynt next to Bad na Fearnaig. Home 

says, ‘Good grass along the Burn’ (map no. 8). 

 

ALLT CHRÀNAIDH           ASY Water NC243293 

Allt Chrànaidh 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G crannadh, ‘barring/trembling/withering burn’ 

Although the long à and single n are problematic, this is probably crannadh - a word with 

several meanings, and sadly the OSNB offers no translation for this or the few other 

examples it records of this specific element. The above are the most common usages from 

the DASG Corpas na Gàidhlig. It could be ‘barring’, as in barring a door – it is certainly an 
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obstacle; alternatively it could be ‘trembling’ or ‘withering’. This is the burn that originates 

at the north end of Loch na Gainmhich, plunges down a steep ravine as the Wailing Widow 

falls, and joins the Unapool Burn less than half a mile to the north-west. Home situates an 

unnamed shieling approximately where the burn now meets the road. 

 

ALLT CREAG AN SPARDAIN           ASY Water NC226322 

Allt Creag an Spardain 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; en Creag an Spardain, ‘burn of Creag an Spardain’ 

See Creag an Spardain. A burn that starts in Loch Unapool, flowing northwards down a 

wooded rocky crevice to meet the sea at Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin. 

 

ALLT LEUM NEILL           ASY Water NC215287 

Allt Leum Neill 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G leum; G Niall, ‘burn of Neill’s leap’ 

Leum is a common Gaelic place-name element, in terms of distribution primarily so in Argyll,  

Inverness-shire, Ross and Cromarty, and Sutherland. It is commonly combined with an 

animal or human name, whether a personal name as in this case, or a character such as a 

saighdear, ‘soldier’, or Èireannach, ‘Irishman’, and has a story attached involving this 

individual leaping over a burn, ravine, etc., to safety whilst being pursued – see Coinneach 

Maclean: ‘Leaps of the imagination: the leap tradition in Scotland’, in the Journal of Scottish 

Name Studies 11 (2017), 37–54. As Sofia Evemalm’s 2018 PhD thesis, ‘Theory and practice in 

the coining and transmission of place-names: A study of the Norse and Gaelic anthropo-

toponyms of Lewis’ has shown, these hydrotoponyms may have been boundary markers 

(Evemalm, 238). However it is also worth considering the story behind Leum Ruaraidh, near 

Grudie, Ross-shire: ‘Applies to three stones placed in a line on the ground, and tradition says 

that a person by the name of Roderick (who was in prison for a considerable time) on 

returning to his native glen was so overjoyed on coming in sight of it that he leaped with 

one bound from outer to outer stone and immediately jumped backwards to the centre 

one, which would be 36ft forward & 20 ft backward’ - OS1/28/23/40. 

I think we can take an educated guess at the Niall in question here potentially being Niall 

Macleoid, perhaps being pursued by the Devil, if existing folklore is anything to go by! This 

burn springs from the eastern flanks of Sàil Gharbh near the source of Allt na Saobhaidh 

Mòire, and takes a meandering path north-east to meet the Unapool Burn.  
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ALLT NA BRADHAN           ASY Water NC211280 

Allt na Bradhan 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; G bràthan, ‘burn of the quern(stone)’ 

Bradhan means ‘chatwood’, not something you’d expect to find much of round here. 

Although it would be tempting to assume it must then be bradan, ‘salmon’ – or, in Gaelic, 

any member of the salmonid family – given the reportedly fine fishing still available at Loch 

Bealach Cornaidh, the OSNB shows that this is a local variant spelling of bràthan, 

‘quern(stone)’ – see for example the mill site at Alltan’abradhan, just north of Achmelvich. 

It is not immediately obvious whether the burn was named because it was the site of a 

quern, or because it was where quern-stones were sourced – much of its bed is comprised 

of unusually flat stone slabs. Several green patches  - not least immediately to the east of 

where the Quinag path cuts across the burn – suggest potential shieling sites. 

However, the burn could also potentially have been named for an event. From ‘Landscapes 

of Resistance’, in Michael Given’s The Archaeology of the Colonized (London, 2004): 

One example of the many ways in which landlords tried to increase their cash income 

is thirlage, the requirement for tenants to grind their corn attheir landlord’s mill and 

so pay mill dues (Dodgshon 1992: 179–80; Fenton 1999: 111–13). This is a 

characteristic example of the control over agricultural production with the purpose of 

obtaining income through dues and taxes (chapter 3). Litigation in the eighteenth 

century over ‘out-grinding’ was common, and it was even easier to continue using 

the small, portable hand querns, which were highly appropriate for small and remote 

plots of land (Dodgshon 1992: 183–4).  

Remembering his childhood in South Uist in the 1870s and 1880s, Angus MacLellan 

relates a characteristic example of this. The millers were not receiving enough grain 

to keep the new mills operating, so the estate ordered that all hand querns should be 

destroyed and thrown into a loch. ‘That loch has never been called anything since but 

‘Loch nam Bràithntean’, ‘the Loch of the Querns’; there are plenty of them yet in the 

loch’ (MacLellan 1997: 7). The memory of the silencing of the querns lives on in the 

landscape. 

This is a fine, clear burn that starts at the very eastern tip of Loch Bealach Cornaidh and 

flows in a north-westerly direction to join the Unapool Burn.  
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              Allt na Bradhan (photo by Gemma Smith, August 2018) 

 

ALLT NA CLAISE           ASY Water NC179323 

Allt na Claise 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; en clais, ‘burn of Clais’ 

Rather than ‘burn of the furrow’, this burn is perhaps named instead after the shieling called 

Clash Sheeling by Home on his map no. 6 (see Clash Sheeling), but of course the shieling 

may have been called Allt na Claise to begin with – Home’s version is the only attestation. 

This burn springs from three different sources north-west of Sàil Ghorm; the grid reference 

given is where all three meet, before continuing north-west until the burn joins the sea at 

Loch Ardbhair.  

 

ALLT NA DOIRE CUILINN           ASY Water NC216256 

Allt na Doire Cuilinn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an, en ‘burn of Doire Cuilinn’ 

See Rubha Doire Cuilinn. This burn begins in Lochan an Duibhe and flows westwards to meet 

Loch Assynt at the north side of Rubha Doire Cuilinn.  
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ALLT NA SAOBHAIDH MÒIRE           ASY Water NC215291 

Allt na Saobhaidh Mòire 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; G an; en Saobhaidh Mhòr, ‘burn of Saobhaidh Mhòr’ 

See Saobhair Mhòr. This burn springs from the eastern flanks of Sàil Gharbh, near the 

sources of Allt Leum Neill, and curves north-west then north around Sàil Gharbh, eventually 

joining Loch Airigh na Beinne.  

 

ALLT SGIATHAIG           ASY Water NC234281  

Allt Sgiathaig 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G allt; en (Creag) Sgiathaig, ‘burn of (Creag) Sgiathaig’ 

The OSNB has ‘winged stream’, which could possibly apply to the way in which the burn is 

joined by another two tributaries in its final section, just before it discharges in Loch Assynt. 

However the presence of Skiag Bridge and Creag Sgiathaig in the immediate vicinity suggests 

the burn was named after the creag, and the bridge then named after the burn it crosses. 

See Creag Sgiathaig. The burn springs from two sources just east of Druim na h-Uamha 

Mòire, and flows down to meet Loch Assynt at Skiag Bridge.  

 

 

               Auchan-loith, from Home’s Survey of Assynt (map no. 6) 

 

AUCHAN-LOITH           ASY Settlement NC182296 

Auchan-loith sheeling 1774 Home’s Survey of Assynt (map no. 6) 

G achadh; G an; G leothad, ‘field of the slope’ 

This name is only evidenced on Home’s 1774 map, and lies right at the second ‘e’ in Gleann 

Leireag on the OS six inch first edition, or on the main Gleann Leireag path at the south-east 

side of Loch an Leothaid. Although the translation loth, Scottish Gaelic ‘colt’, or Early Gaelic 

‘mud, mire’ may be attractive, Home uses the same spelling for Loch an Leothaid, so this is 

correctly Achadh an Leothaid. A bonny wee hollow and patch of greenery with a waterfall 

and a few scrubby trees behind it, there are the remains of at least two structures here, 
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suggesting an àirigh or dairying site. Home says ‘Braes full of Springs yielding good grass’. 

Strangely not listed on Canmore, although they do have a record of two shieling huts slightly 

further south at NC188290, as surveyed by Ronald Miller in 1967 - see record 4539.  

 

 

          Auchan-loith or Achadh an Leothaid (photo by Gemma Smith, April 2019) 

 

BAD NA FEARNAIG           ASY Relief/Vegetation NC193267 

Bad na Fearnaig 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bad; G an; G fearnaig, ‘place/clump of the wee alder’ 

OSNB has ‘thicket of the little alder’. The little alder must have been remarkable in some 

way, as on Home’s map no. 8 this is just part of a ‘Natural Birch Wood’ on Tumore farm. By 

the OS six inch first edn. it’s an isolated thicket, and there is little remaining there now but 

some green patches on the hillside. Feàrna (alder) is a common specific element, often 

found in combination with allt or loch, due to their tendency to grow near water. Its leaves 

were used in medicine and as a dye, and its wood for tools and furniture (Mary Beith, ibid). 
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                              Bad na Fearnaig: Home’s Survey of Assynt (map no.8); 1878 OS six inch first edn.; ESRI  

             World Image 2021 

 

BAD NAN CARBAD           ASY Relief NC217252 

Bad nan Carbad 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bad; G an; G carbad, ‘place/clump of the biers/carts/chariots’ 

The OSNB gives the translation of carbad as ‘bier’, i.e. a movable platform for a coffin or 

corpse. Carbad is a relatively rare specific element, occuring in only a few OSNB entries, 

translated as both ‘bier’ and ‘chariot’. This may have been a coffin route, lying as it does 

between the bailtean of Little Assynt and the churchyard at Kirkton. It does also seem to 

apply to a route rather than any particular landscape feature, specifically a short section on 

the north bank of Loch Assynt, where the modern road passes closest to the water about a 
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mile west of Skiag Bridge. It would not be a stretch, however, to associate Bad nan Carbad 

with a story called ‘The Road’, from Part Two of Miss Dempster’s ‘The Folk-lore of 

Sutherlandshire’ (The Folk-Lore Journal, Vol. 6, No. 4, 1888, pg. 238): 

A carpenter assures us that when he was a boy, in Assynt, he was one day herding 

sheep on the limestone cliffs of Stronchrubie (which commands the head of Loch 

Assynt), when he beheld a four-wheeled carriage (a thing he had never seen in his 

life), with a pair of horses, and harness that shone in the sun, coming down at a quick 

pace a spur of one of the most rugged hills in Sutherland (Glashbhein). He thought no 

more of the apparition, though it was sufficiently wonderful, considering that on that 

side of the loch there was not a yard of road. He left Assynt, nor did he return there 

till a very few years ago, when the road that now runs from Assynt to GlenDhu was 

made. 

One day, lying again above the tarn, he saw an open carriage and pair of horses 

come quickly along the new road, at the very spot where his prophetical vehicle had, 

thirty years before, crossed the steep incline, from Glashbhein to the lake. 

It is not hard to imagine this chariot careering down 

Glas Bheinn towards Bad nan Carbad at the lochside, 

which would indeed be the view you saw from the 

cliffs of Stronechrubie. Visions of deathly chariots 

(with a contemporary parallel in the ‘ghost car’ stories 

still common in the Highlands) are often reported in 

connection with an dà-shealladh, the second sight, 

and are regarded as harbingers of death. There is also 

of course in Irish folklore the dúlachán, or Dullahan, 

the headless horseman and chariot, with similar 

figures across European storytelling traditions; in Early 

Gaelic mythology chariots feature prominently in 

many tales such as the Táin Bó Cúailnge (Cattle Raid 

of Cooley) and the story of Macha. Interestingly there 

is a Carbad Mor tomb in County Mayo. 

     ‘Cú Chulainn Riding His Chariot into Battle’, J. C. Leyendecker (1911) 

 

BÀTHAICH CUINNEIGE           ASY Relief NC203297 

Bàthaich Cuinneige, 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bàthaich; en Quinag, ‘byre of Quinag’ 

Bàthaich is a relatively common specific element, as in this case not always literally 

signifying a byre – see also: Am Bàthaich, Arkle; Am Bàthach, Glenshiel; Coire Bàthaich, Ben 

Lomond. These names all descibe large, sheltered, natural enclosures or hollows in the hills 
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where cattle would have been summered, as illustrated in Home’s depiction below. 

Quinag’s byre is the area between Sàil Ghorm and Sàil Gharbh. See also Quinag. 

 

 

Bàthaich Cuinneige, Home’s Survey of Assynt (map no. 8) 

 

BEALACH A CHORNAIDH           ASY Relief NC202285 

Bealach a’ Chornaich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bealach; G an; G còrnaich/cornadh, ‘pass of the curl/fold’ (possibly) 

The 2007 Explorer version lacks an apostrophe. No meaning is given by the OSNB. From the 

OS six inch second edn. onwards it has been spelled ‘Chornaidh’, i.e. cornadh, ‘folding (of 

cloth)’. The first edn. however suggests cornaich, ‘coil(ing)’ (Faclair Beag). DASG has only 

two entries for this latter word, one as ‘curl’ and one as a variant of cornadh, ‘folding cloth’, 

specifically in reference to waulking - 'cur a' chlò air chorn’, 'cornaich an clò’ – it could be 

that the root is the same. However the only other name in the OSNB featuring this element 

is Allt a’ Chnoic Chornaich, Skye, with the meaning given as ‘burn of the stony place’, and 

this has been latterly spelled ‘Charnaich’, i.e. càrnach, so this possibility cannot be ruled out 

given the abundance of remarkable large stones found here, on the bealach of Quinag.  

 

BEALACH GARBH           ASY Relief NC171291 

Bealach Garbh 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bealach; G garbh, ‘rough pass’ 

A rough pass this would be indeed, in the lumpy hills on the south-east side of Loch an 

Leothaid – presumably this must have been a way between Gleann Leireag and the 

settlements of Little Assynt. 
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Looking south from Bealach a Chornaidh, Quinag (photo by Gemma Smith, August 2018) 

 

 

BEALACH LEIREAG           ASY Relief NC193281 

Bealach Leirg 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G bealach; en (Gleann) Leireag, ‘pass of (Gleann) Leireag’ 

The OSNB have ‘pass of the beaten path’, suggesting Leireag was at the time of recording 

understood as làirig – a word with overlapping meanings with learg, the other possibility. 

Learg is ‘hillside, slope’; làirig is according to Dwelly, ‘1. moor, sloping hill; 2. Way or pass 

between two mountains’ – it is unclear which was the original meaning here. This is the 

bealach above Tumore that leads down to Gleann Leireag. See Gleann Leireag. 

 

CLASH/CLAIS           ASY Settlement NC180322 

Clash Sheeling 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no. 6) 

Clash a poor Sheeling 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (Observations, ‘Ardvare’) 

G clais; G an; G pòr, ‘furrow of the seed/grain?’ 

Home has Clash on the map but Clash a poor in his notes – he says this is located ‘where 

three Burns unite in the southernmost Den’. Not on any other maps. Hard to tell what the 
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specific element may have been – if it started with a p that should lenite to ph- (pronounced 

f-) in the genitive case. There are few Gaelic words that sound like ‘poor’ anyway, although 

Watson does cite an example of the name Pitfour, with that specific element being pòr, 

‘seed, grain’ – see ‘Some Sutherland Names of Places’ (The Celtic Review, Jan. 1906, Vol. 2, 

No. 7, pg. 235). There are reputedly remains of structures both here (Ian Evans & Gwen 

Richards) and a kilometre up the burn that goes left at the split, at the bottom of a waterfall 

(Dave McBain). Home’s shieling depictions rarely show the location of any buildings, so this 

could potentially have been part of the same grazings.  

 

CNOC A’ CHOILICH           ASY Relief NC234271 

Cnoc a’ Choilich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; G an; G coileach, ‘hill(ock) of the cock/male bird’ 

OSNB has ‘Knoll of the Cock’. It may seem unusual to encounter a cockerel in the mountains, 

but this could also refer to the coileach-fraoich, ‘heather-cock’ - i.e. male red grouse - or the 

coileach-dubh, ‘male blackcock’. Coileach occurs quite frequently in conjunction with a cnoc, 

tòrr or creag – there is a Cnoc a’ Choilich Beag and Cnoc a’ Choilich Mòr in the uplands 

behind Knockan, for example. However this prominent wee 296m-high between Quinag and 

Glas Bheinn, just south of the Quinag car park, may lend itself to a story. According to 

legend, Clach a’ Choilich, ‘stone of the cockerel’ in Glenshee was named for a bird that 

crowed from the top of the rock one night, waking the MacThomas clan and warning them 

of a raiding party. A similar legend could potentially lie behind any of the other examples. 

 

CNOC AIRIGH NA BEINNE           ASY Relief NC227308 

Cnoc Airidh na Beinne 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; en Airigh na Beinne, ‘hill(ock) of Airigh na Beinne’ 

See Airigh na Beinne. A small hill of 225m around half a mile west of the loch of the same 

name. 

 

CNOC AN LOCHAN FHEÒIR           ASY Relief NC230249 

Cnoc an Lochan Fheòir 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; G an; en Lochan Fheòir, ‘hill(ock) of Lochan Fheòir’ 

A hill of 147m on the north side of Loch Assynt, between Skiag Bridge and Lochan Fheòir.  

 

CNOC AN RUIGHE DHORCHA           ASY Relief NC167308 

Cnoc an Ruighe Dhorcha 1871 OS six inch first edn. 
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G cnoc; G an; en Ruigh Dorch, ‘hill(ock) of Ruigh Dorch’ 

Takes its name from the ‘bonny rich meadow’ (Home, map no. 6) of Ruigh Dorch, ‘dark 

slope’, which lies just to the west. A lumpy protuberance on the north side of Loch Uidh na 

h-Iarna. The path to Nedd clings to its southern incline.  

 

CNOC BREAC           ASY Relief NC234264 

Cnoc Breac 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; G breac, ‘specked hill(ock)’ 

OSNB goes with ‘Spotted Knoll’. A very common place-name in the NW. It is noticeably 

dappled in appearance, being at the northern extent of Achmore Farm, where the ground 

starts to become rougher as it gains height. Home has ‘Mossy ground covered with heath 

and coarse grassy pasture in the Hollows’ (map no. 8). A hill of 296m just north of the 

(remains of a) cairn between Quinag and Glas Bheinn. 

 

CNOC COIR’ A’ BHAIC           ASY Relief NC242298 

Cnoc Coir’ a’ Bhaic 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; G coire; G an; en Coir’ a’ Bhaic, ‘hill(ock) of Coir’ a Bhaic’ 

See Coir’ a Bhaic. The most rounded and hillocky point of the wee ridge on the north side of 

Allt Chrànaidh. 

 

CNOC CREAG AN SPARDAIN           ASY Relief NC231322 

Cnoc Creag an Spardain 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; en Creag an Spardain, ‘hill(ock) of Creag an Spardain’ 

See Creag an Spardain. A knoll of 120m between Creag an Spardain and Gleannan nan 

Caorach.  

 

CNOC GLEANNAN NAN CAORACH           ASY Relief NC224317 

Cnoc Gleannan nan Caorach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; en Gleannan nan Caorach, ‘hill(ock) of Gleannan nan Caorach’ 

See Gleannan nan Caorach. A hillock of 140m between Gleannan nan Caorach and Allt a’ 

Ghamhna. 
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CNOC NA COMHLAICH           ASY Relief NC191266 

Cnoc na Comhlaich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G cnoc; G an; G cònnlach, ‘hill(ock) of the straw’ 

Còmhlaich is the command form of the verb, ‘accost, intercept’, which doesn’t make 

grammatical sense. OSNB has, however, a different word altogether: Cnoc na Cònlaich. It 

says, ‘A small Knoll, partly wooded, on the north side of the County road half a mile east of 

Tomore. English Meaning, "Knoll of the Straw."’ It appears to be fully wooded on Home’s 

map (no.8). Why it is so-named is unclear – presumably something happened here involving 

straw! A stone cup was found here in 1947 – see Canmore record 4537. A 125m hill next to 

Bad na Fearnaig. 

 

COIR’ A BHAIC           ASY Relief NC246296 

Coir’ a’ Bhaic 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G coire; G an; G bac, ‘corrie of the bank/ridge’ 

As well as the well-known àirigh and ruighe, coire and allt are common shieling generic 

elements. This looks a fine place for a shieling, with its wee loch and burn, although if there 

was one here Home didn’t know about it. A shallow corrie tucked away on the north side of 

Loch na Gainmhich.  

 

COIRE NAM MANG          ASY Relief NC185286 

Coire nam Mang 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G coire; G an; G mang, ‘corrie of the fawn’ 

A hollow on the west side of the Gleann Leireag path, about halfway between Loch and 

Leothaid and Bealach Leireag. 

 

COIRE NAM MANG BEAG           ASY Relief NC182291 

Coire nam Mang Beag 2007 OS Explorer  

G coire; G an; G mang; G beag, ‘wee corrie of the fawn’ 

A small hollow between Loch an Leothaid and Coire nam Mang, not included on the 1878 OS 

six inch first edn. 
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COIRE RIABHACH           ASY Relief NC227261 

Coire Riabhach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G coire; G riabhach, ‘brindled corrie’ 

A frequently-occurring name. OSNB has ‘Brown or Brindle Hollow’. Where Home has 

‘Uneven, Mossy hill ground with Rocky hillocks covered with heath’ (map no.8). A small, 

shallow corrie at the south-eastern extremity of Quinag’s Creag Mhòr.  

 

CREAG AN SPARDAIN           ASY Relief NC220327 

Creag an Spardain 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G creag; G an; G spàrdan, ‘crag of the [metaphorical] hen-roost’ 

OSNB says ‘Rock of the flat top eminence’. Elsewhere they give both ‘roost’ as a translation 

– e.g. Loch an Spàrdain near Glen Orrin, Ross-shire, and Allt an Spàrdain, Strathnairn – and 

‘flat topped eminence’ (or similar), e.g. Uamh an Spàrdain, near Eilean Mòr, Argyll. There is 

indeed a kind of plateau above it, where we find Loch Unapool. PNRC links the two 

meanings: ‘A level shelf in a hill side where one would naturally rest is [metaphorically] 

spardan, a roost’ (pg. 81). In that case I would veture our spàrdan is probably the wee 

platform at NC223326 (see also Faic an t-Seilich). The creag runs along the west side of Allt 

Creag an Spardain, where it flows down to meet Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin. 

 

CREAG NA H-IOLAIRE          ASY Relief NC188279 

Creag na h-Iolaire 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G creag; G an; G iolaire, ‘crag of the eagle’ 

A prominent crag to the south of Bealach a Chornaidh, Quinag. 

 

CREAG NA H-IOLAIRE ARD           ASY Relief NC197279 

Creag na h-Iolaire Ard 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G creag; G an; G iolaire; G àrd, ‘high crag of the eagle’ 

A crag on the west side of Bealach Leireag; it faces Creag na h-Iolaire on the other side of 

the pass. To this day it is common to see eagles swooping about between the two.  
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          Bealach a Chornaidh, from the approach to Bealach Leireag – Creag na h-Iolaire Ard is the protruding crag  

          centre-right (photo by Gemma Smith, April 2019) 

 

CREAG SGIATHAIG           ASY Relief NC224257 

Creag Sgiathaig 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G creag; G sgiathag, ‘wee winged crag’ 

Given the presence of hawthorn in the area, we cannot fully rule out sgìtheach as a 

possibility here either. See Allt Sgiathaig, Skiag Bridge. A crag about a mile north-west of 

Skiag Bridge, which presumably looks like a wing from some angle. 

 

DRUIM NA H-UAMHA MÒIRE           ASY Relief NC231285 

Druim na h-Uamha Mòire 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G druim; G an; G uamh; G mòr, ‘ridge of the great cave’ 

The uamh in question is not listed on the Scottish Cave & Mine Database 

(https://registry.gsg.org.uk/sr/index.php), but is perhaps located closer to the Fàire nan 

Càrn end of the ridge, where there looks to be some overhanging sections. A lochan-

studded ridge that runs in a north-easterly direction between the Quinag path and the 

Unapool Burn.  
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EILEAN A’ GHAMHNA           ASY Island NC206334 

Yle na gaum 1583 Pont 3: Eddrachilles 

Id. Na Gour 1747 Roy Military Survey of Scotland 

Island-na-guan 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no.7) 

Elan-a-gharin/Elan-a-gha-un 1795 OSA 

Eilean a’ Ghamhna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G eilean; G an; G gamhain, ‘island of the steer/stirk’ 

See also the nearby Allt a’ Ghamhna, Poll a’ Ghamhna, Torr a’ Ghamhna, Torgawn - all from 

the same specific element, gamhain. According to the Rev Mackenzie in the OSA, ‘This 

island belongs to the farm of Unapool, where their calves are speaned, and there 

occasionally one cow may be fattened’ (pg. 176). The historical attestation indicates this has 

always been an important asset. A lumpy wee island in Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin, just off the 

coast at Poll a’ Ghamhna. 

 

FÀIRE NAN CÀRN           ASY Relief NC239291 

Fàire nan Càrn, 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G fàire; G an; G càrn, ‘watch-hill of the cairns’ 

Fàire is ‘watching, guarding’, with the meaning in modern Scottish Gaelic of ‘horizon’, which 

seems to fit in this context – this is the point on the Skiag Bridge to Kylesku road where the 

view does indeed open up quite dramatically. Dwelly tells us though that this can also be 

specifically a ‘watch-hill’, which seems the most likely translation here. The rocks nearby are 

not strikingly cairn-like – there may once have been some actual cairns here, once. 

 

GLAS CHNOC          ASY Relief NC170288 

Glas Chnoc 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G glas; G cnoc, ‘grey-green hill(ock)’ 

The hill on the south side of Loch an Leothaid, which is noticeably rockier and more grey 

than its environs. 

 

GLEANN LEIREAG           ASY Relief NC178302  

Gleann Leirg 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G glean; G learg/làirig, ‘glen of the hillside/pass’ 
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The gleann after which the historic settlement was named. As explained in the entry for 

Bealach Leireag, the specific element here could potentially be learg, ‘hillside, slope’, but 

the OSNB’s translation, ‘pass of the beaten path’, shows that it had come to be understood 

as làirig (as in the famour Làirig Ghru mountain pass in the Cairngorms) which is according 

to Dwelly, ‘1. moor, sloping hill; 2. Way or pass between two mountains’ - their is an overlap 

in meaning between the two words. As anyone who has walked this path will know, it is a 

surprisingly quick and easy (in Assynt terms) route from Loch Assynt to the sea coast at 

Nedd and Ardvar - sections of the old road can still be seen along the way. The south-west-

facing slopes of Quinag also constitute a great big hillside, making either interpretation 

equally likely. 

 

 

                             The path descends into Gleann Leireag (photo by Gemma Smith, April 2019). 

 

GLEANNAN NAN CAORACH           ASY Relief NC218319 

Gleannan nan Caorach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G gleannan; G an; G caorach, ‘wee glen of the sheep’ 

According to Henderson’s 1815 General View View of the Agriculture of the County of 

Sutherland, these would have been ‘a small kind of sheep with good wool; some horned, 

others poled, some black, but the greater number white, and some of a grey colour’ (pg. 

103-4). Home days this is ‘Steep Braes covered with wood’ (map no. 7). A narrow wee 

hollow south-east of Torgawn.  
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LAIRIG UNAPUILL           ASY Relief NC238275 

Lairig Unapuill 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G làirig; en Unapool, ‘pass of Unapool’ 

See also Gleann Leireag – làirig is ‘a way between two hills’, but the above translation is less 

clumsy in this case. This is the way from Loch Assynt to Unapool that passes between 

Quinag and Glas Bheinn, specifically the old road that goes past Achmore Farm and climbs 

higher up on the Glas Bheinn side, latterly known as Isaac Jopling’s Marble Road (see 

Canmore record 356530).  

 

LEATHAD LEIREAG           ASY Relief NC186303 

Leathad Leirg 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G leathad; en (Gleann) Leireag, ‘slope of (Gleann) Leireag’ 

See also Gleann Leireag. A large south-west-facing grassy slope between Loch an Leothaid 

and the base of Quinag, which it is hard to believe was not inhabited at some point in 

history – see photograph below. Home recommends it as a site for new settlement in 1774. 

 

 

                                  Looking across Leathad Leireag from the west (photo by Gemma Smith, April 2019). 

 

LOCH A’ CHOIRE RIABHAICH           ASY Water NC218259 

Lochan buie 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no. 8) 

Loch a’ Choire Riabhaich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 
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G loch; en Coire Riabhach, ‘loch of Coire Riabhach’ 

See Coire Riabhach. Home has instead Lochan buie - presumably lochan buidhe, ‘wee yellow 

loch’. A lochan in Coire Riabhach, north of Bad nan Carbad. 

 

LOCH AIRIGH NA BEINNE           ASY Water NC218312 

Loch Airidh na Beinne 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; en Airigh na Beinne, ‘loch of Airigh na Beinne’ 

See Airigh na Beinne. A small loch to the north of Sàil Gharbh. Home depicts a substantial 

shieling on its east side, which may have been Airigh na Beinne (map no. 7). 

 

LOCHAN BEALACH CORNAIDH           ASY Water NC208282 

Lochan Bealach a’ Chornaich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G lochan; en Bealach a Chornaidh, ‘wee loch of Bealach a Chornaidh’ 

See Bealach a Chornaidh. Rather a substantial loch to be a lochan. Good fishing, if the ever-

present anglers are anything to go by. 

 

LOCHAN FEÒIR           ASY Water NC228252 

Lochan Feòir 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G lochan; G feur, ‘grassy wee loch’ 

A small, unusually-shaped loch between Creag Sgiathaich and Cnoc an Lochain Fheòir. 

‘Grassy’ likely to refer to the emergent aquatics which cover much of the surface of this 

shallow loch in the summer. 

 

LOCH AN LEOTHAID           ASY Water NC174299 

Loch-an-Loith 1774 Home Survey of Assynt 

Loch an Leothaid 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; G an; G leothad, ‘loch of the slope’ 

Leothad is essentially the same as leathad, ‘slope, hillside’, from which we get settlement 

names such as Ledbeg and Ledmore, so this is in a sense ‘loch of Leathad Leireag’. This is a 

substantial loch in the heart of Gleann Leireag. Home shows a shieling at south end of the 

loch, roughly where there is a small patch of trees today. Canmore also has the following at 

NC171302: ‘A ditch and a much reduced earth dyke across a promontory on the north shore 

of the loch. The dyke is built of stone where it enters the water at each end. The dyke is on 
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the landward side of the ditch, indicating that its purpose was to confine stock on the tip of 

the promontory. There is a single entrance through the dyke.’ (record 354870) 

 

 

Shielings in Gleann Leireag around Loch an Leothaid and Loch Uidh na h-Iarna, Home’s Survey of Assynt, map no. 6.  

 

LOCHAN AN DUIBHE           ASY Water NC218255 

Loch-na-luna 1774 Home Survey of Assynt 

Lochan na Dunaiche 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G lochan; G dunach, ‘wee loch of the woe/misfortune’ 

The modern spelling duibhe is ‘blackness, gloom’. OSNB says "Small Loch of the misfortune 

or woe" and translates other examples of the element dunach similarly. Distribution seems 

to be limited to the west coast, in Sutherland, Ross and most frequently Argyll - this perhaps 

suggests a popular tale, especially since most examples seem to involve a body of water, be 

it an allt, an eas or a lochan such as in this case. Home’s earlier version suggests a different 

name entirely, with the specific element perhaps indicating lann, which has two meanings: 

‘blade, sword’ or ‘enclosure’. This lochan nestles in a hollow just north of Bad nan Carbad, 

concealed by the hillocks around it. 

 

LOCHAN NA SÀILE           ASY Water NC195315 

Lochan na Sàlach 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G lochan; G an; G sàil, ‘wee loch of heel’ 

There is no entry in the OSNB. As with Alltan na Salach nearby, this is from the 1871 form 

potentially EG saile, ‘willow’. The 2007 Explorer has sàile, which is plausible given this tiny 

lochan’s location below the northern tip of Sàil Ghorm. 
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LOCH NA BÀ BRICE          ASY Water NC170315 

Loch na Bà Brice 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; G an; G bò; G breac, ‘loch of the speckled cow’ 

According to the OSNB, ‘loch of the X cow’ is well-attested formation in Ross-shire and the 

Hebrides, but does not occur elsewhere. A tiny lochan near the Gleann Leireag to Ardvar 

track, on the south side of Sìthean Àrd. 

 

LOCH NA GAINMHICH           ASY Water NC245288 

Loch-an-teneveck 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no. 7) 

Loch na Gainmhich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; G an; G gainmheach, ‘loch of the sand/sandy loch’ 

Another relatively common name, but as you might expect, only in the regions in which you 

find sandstone. As with its namesake Loch na Gainimh on the north side of Suilven, the 

beaches here are actually pebbles rather than sand, although they look like sand from a 

distance, which is perhaps what is more important. Home has a sheiling at about NC247290. 

This is the largest of the lochs between Quinag and Glas Bheinn. 

  

 Quinag, from a pebble beach on the south-east side of Loch na Gainmhich (photo by Gemma Smith, July 2019). 
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LOCH NAN EUN           ASY Water NC232298 

Loch nan Eun 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; G an; G eun, ‘loch of the birds’ 

Given you are likely to find birds at all lochs, unless there was a story here this name is likely 

to refer to returning breeding birds (greenshank have been spotted here – Ian Evans) or 

something else more distinctive. A small loch about a mile east of Sàil Gharbh.   

 

LOCH UIDH NA H-IARNA           ASY Water NC167305 

Loch an-achian 1774 Home Survey of Assynt 

Loch Uidh na h-Iarna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G loch; en Uidh na h-Iarna, ‘loch of Uidh na h-Iarna’ 

See Uidh na h-Iarna. Home’s version suggests perhaps a different name altogether. A small 

loch in Gleann Leireag linked to Loch an Leothaid at Uidh na h-Iarna. 

 

POLL A’ GHAMHNA           ASY Water NC207327 

Poul-a-gha-ren 1795 OSA 

Poll a’ Ghamhna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G poll; G an; G gamhainn, ‘hollow of the steer/stirk’ 

The generic element poll has a variety of meanings along the lines of ‘hole, pit, pool’, but in 

Assynt it tends to mean ‘hollow’. One of the collection of gamhainn-names around 

Torgawn, this applies to the bay on the south side of Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin, where the 

historic settlement of Torgawn was located. Canmore has evidence of a pier in record 

310317. Poll a’ Ghamhna features in the following story from Part 1 of Miss Dempster’s ‘The 

Folk-Lore of Sutherland-Shire, in The Folk-Lore Journal,  Volume 6, Issue 1 (1888): 

Once upon a time there was a king in Sweden, and his son Sweno sailed on the sea. 

Upon a certain day Sweno took ship ; he had many men on board and red gold too, in 

heaps. His stepmother was a wise woman, and she bade him beware of Paraff (Cape 

Wrath), of Pol-dhu [Glendhu], and of Pol-darrachgawn [Poll a’ Ghamhna]. 

He sailed and he sailed, till he anchored in Porst-an-Stuvanaig (Port of Sweno) as it is 

now called; but he did not know what land he had made. The men of the place armed 

themselves, and blackened their faces with soot from their pots. They came out to 

the ship in boats, and they told him this was Pol-Gawn [Poll a’ Ghamhna]! Then cried 

the king's son, " The Lord have mercy upon my soul if this be indeed Pol- gawn! " He 

weighed anchor and spread his sail; but, though he made as if to stand out to sea, 
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the men of the isles and of Assynt were too strong for him, and they came on board 

the ship, and cried to Sweno that he should yield; but the Swedes were stout men, 

and they fought on deck and below. Then the king's son was wounded, and they put 

him below, and the fighting went on till a man of Pol-dhu, looking through a hole in 

the door, saw the king's son lying, and he shot him. Then the Swedes lost heart, and 

they gave up the treasure, and all that was in the ship, so only they might get away 

with the vessel, and with their lives. So the islanders began to work with the gold, 

and to lift it out in their plaids. One man held a plaid on the ship's side, and the other 

end was made fast in a boat; but the gold was heavy, so the plaid tore in two, and 

that treasure lies still in Pol-gawn. A year later the man from Pol-dhu, who had shot 

the king's son, said, " I go fishing to-day in Pol-gawn." While he fished a boat came 

suddenly over the waters, and in it there was a man with gold on his dress, and with 

a sword. When the boat came along they saw that the man had the face of Sweno 

the king's son. Then Sweno shot the fisherman of Glendhu dead—he crying out as he 

died, “Eh ! Mes me hae, es me fuhr!" (If I 'gan it before, ah ! I get it now !) The place 

is called Porst-an-Stuvanaig to this day.—(From J. McLeod.) 

The prince's heart was buried here. His sailors embalmed the body, and took it back 

to Sweden, to lay it in the king's choir — at least so said a fisherman on the Lax-Fiord 

who told me this tale, but Pennant gives another version. " Torfaus mentions a 

bloody battle fought in this firth, at a place called Glendhu, by two pirates ; one of 

them he calls Ordranus Gillius [Gille Odhrain, ‘follower of St. Oran’], the other 

Svenus."—(Pennant, vol. ill. p. 342.) 

 

QUINAG           ASY Relief NC203282 

Quynagg 1583 Pont 4v: Assynt 

Bin Quinag 1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland 

Cuniak 1681 NRS RD14 78 429 

Cuinack 1747 Roy Miltary Survey of Scotland 

Quinack 1774 Home Survey of Assynt 

Quinag 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G an; G cuinneag, ‘the milk pail’ 

Probably named not, as some have previously speculated, for its shape, but for its purpose – 

cf. Beinn Ìme, Argyll, so-called because of the produce that came down from its corries in 

the summer, rather than because it looked like a pat of butter. See also Beinn na Cuinneig, 

near Eynort, Skye. Home has ‘an exceedingly high craigy mountain’.  

 

RUDHA NA DOIRE CUILINN           ASY Relief NC201256 
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Rudha na Doire Cuilinn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G rubha; en Doire Cuilinn, ‘promontory of Doire Cuilinn’ 

See also Allt na Doire Cuilinn. Home depicts a shieling just inland between the two burns, 

which may have been known by the same name. There are still very prominent green 

patches visible in satellite images, on either side of the modern road. Canmore says it was a 

farmstead of four buildings and cultivated land – see record 70433 (surveyed by the Assynt’s 

Hidden Lives Project in 2009). The actual Doire Cuilinn, ‘holly grove’, is no longer attested, 

but presumably was close to this headland that juts out into Loch Assynt around a mile west 

of Bad nan Carbad.  

 

SÀIL GHARBH           ASY Relief NC209293 

Sàil Gharbh 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G sàil; G garbh, ‘rough heel’ 

Sàil is a relatively commonly-occurring corporeal element, usually in connection with 

mountains – see e.g. Sàil Mhòr, Dundonnell and Sàil Liath, An Teallach. This refers to the 

east wing of Quinag, whose highest point is 808m. 

 

SÀIL GHORM           ASY Relief NC198305 

Sàil Ghorm 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G sàil; G gorm, ‘blue/green heel’ 

Gaelic has its own colour spectrum, and although the colour gorm is closest in definition to 

‘blue’ in English, it also includes verdant, grassy greens. The north wing of Quinag, 776m at 

its highest point. 

 

SAOBHAIDH MHÒR           ASY Relief NC218293 

Saobhaidh Mhòr 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G saobhaidh; G mòr, ‘great den’ 

OSNB says ‘Large fox-den’. The name given to a large hollow on the hillside on the east side 

of Sàil Ghorm. 

 

SÌTHEAN ÀRD           ASY Relief NC169317 

Sìthean Ard 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G sìthean; G àrd, ‘high fairy hill’ 
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If you hear music coming from the hill, don’t go inside – and mind and take a piece of iron 

with you. A rough lump on the west side of the Gleann Leireag to Ardvar path.  

 

SKIAG BRIDGE           ASY Relief NC234244 

Skiag Bridge 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

en (Allt) Sgiathaig; E bridge, ‘bridge over (Allt) Sgiathaig’ 

See also Allt Sgiathaig, Creag Sgiathaig. Applied to the original stone bridge over Allt 

Sgiathaig, at the junction of the Loch Assynt-side road and the north road to Kylesku.  

 

SPIDEAN CÒINICH           ASY Relief NC206277 

Spidean Còinich 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G spidean; G còinneach, ‘mossy pinnacle’ 

Its position at the end of the ridge of Quinag as seen from the west has led some to 

speculate that this may be the original ON àss-endi of Assynt – hence nearby Loch Assynt 

and Little Assynt. The most south-easterly peak of Quinag, rising to 764m.  

 

 

Spidean Còinich, taken from the Quinag path to the north (photo by Gemma Smith, August 2018). 
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TORR A’ GHAMHNA           ASY Relief NC212328 

Torr a’ Ghamhna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G tòrr; G an; G gamhain, ‘heaped hill of the steer/stirk’ 

The small hill of 110m on the south side of Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin, from which the historic 

settlement took its name. See Torgawn. 

 

TORGAWN           ASY Settlement NC208326 

Torninayne 1681 NRS RD14 78 429 

Torgawn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G tòrr; G an; G gamhainn, ‘heaped hill of the steer/stirk’ 

This was the settlement at the bay of Poll a’ Ghamhna, named after the hill – see Torr a’ 

Ghamhna. Despite its apparent existence in 1681, curiously in 1774 Home does not depict a 

settlement at this location, but has Torragaun Sheeling on the other (east) side of the hill 

near Creag an Spàrdain, which is still evidenced by an enclosure and green spots. The OS six 

inch first edition shows a farmhouse at Torgawn and a well by the burn. Canmore records 

the farmstead in record 4683 and a potential prehistoric hut circle in record 310311 

(surveyed by the Assynt’s Hidden Lives Project in 2009). Torgawn is now just a patch of grass 

and the ruined remains of the house, overlooking Eilean a’ Ghamhna on the south side of 

Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin. See Poll a’ Ghamna for a story involving the inhabitants. 

 

TORRAGAUN SHEELING           ASY Settlement NC217326 

Torragaun Sheeling 1774 Home Survey of Assynt (map no. 7) 

en Torgawn/Torr a’ Ghamhna; S shieling, ‘shieling of Torgawn/Torr a’ Ghamhna’ 

This is only named on Home’s map; the OS shows only the remains of an enclosure. It is 

likely to be named after the settlement of Torgawn rather than the hill itself. Canmore’s 

2015 aerial photography shows a head dyke and medieval rig and furrow – see record 

349834.  

 

UIDH AN LEOTHAID           ASY Water NC184293 

Uidh an Leothaid 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G ùidh; G an; G leothad, ‘burn/ford of the slope’ 

For ùidh, Dwelly has: ‘Part of a stream which leaves a lake before breaking into a current, 

slow running water between two lochs’. In Assynt it is usually a ford of some kind. In this 
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case it appears to apply to the burn that runs along Gleann Leireag, between Loch an 

Leothaid and Bealach Leireag.  

 

UIDH NA H-IARNA           ASY Water NC169303 

Uidh na h-Iarna 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

G ùidh; G an; G iarna, ‘burn/ford of the hank of yarn’ 

For ùidh see previous entry. OSNB has ‘Stream of the Hank. (of yarn)." This is the only 

recorded occurrence of this specific element. One can only imagine a story involving a hank 

of yarn must lie behind it. This short stream links the loch of the same name and Loch an 

Leothaid in Gleann Leireag. 

 

 

Uidh na h-Iarna is the small gap between the foregrounded hills here. The patch of trees in the background hill are on the 

site of the shieling depicted by Home on the south side of Loch an Leothaid (photo by Gemma Smith, September 2020) 

 

UNAPOOL BURN           ASY Water NC228289 

Unapool Burn 1878 OS six inch first edn. 

en Unapool; E burn, ‘burn of Unapool’ 
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Although this may at one point have been Allt Unaphuill, it may also have had a completely 

different name that is now lost. A substantial burn that springs from several different 

sources west of Druim na h-Uamha Mòire and flows north to discharge into Loch Glencoul 

at Newton. 

 

WAILING WIDOW FALLS           ASY Water NC243294 

Wailing Widow Falls local oral tradition 

Once one of Assynt’s best-kept secrets, no Gaelic name survives for this dramatic waterfall, 

where the contents of Loch na Gainmhich spill down a steep gorge into Allt Chrànaidh. It is 

known locally in English as the Wailing Widow Falls, and two folk tales are associated with it. 

The first concerns a striking pinnacle of rock that marks the entrance to the gorge: 

A tale is told of the hanging of one Donald of the Moss from the pinnacle of rock to 

be seen on the north side of the gorge. It is said that Donald landed in Assynt after 

fleeing the Hebrides accused of, among other things, cattle stealing. Receiving 

sanctuary from the Macleods of Assynt he settled down, marrying locally and 

abandoning his dubious ways.  

Until one day when temptation proved too strong for the reformed man. In the near 

of Loch Assynt he came across a lad asleep, alone and wearing a new plaid. 

Awakening the lad Donald demanded the plaid for himself. The lad refused and a 

struggle ensued. Grabbing the plaid Donald struck the lad a fearful blow causing him 

to scream out loud. A further blow and the lad was dead. Donald, plaid in hand fled 

up over the bealach towards Kylesku and the safety of Mackay country.  

But the cry of the lad, now dead had been heard, and the alarm raised. A cry carries 

faster than a man flees and soon Macleods swooped down from the slopes of Glas 

Bheinn and Donald was taken before he reached Unapool Burn. He was dragged back 

to the gorge and to the pinnacle. It is said that not only did he dig his own grave but 

that he plaited his own noose, with willow wands nearby. He died choking, hanging 

from the pinnacle there. His shadow hangs there yet.  

From Making More of Assynt by Bill Ritchie (Assynt Mountain Rescue Team booklet, 1985). 

A further tale connected with the falls was recounted by Dave McBain (Lochinver), who was 

told the story in the early 1980s by Seordag Murray, a native Gaelic speaker from Achiltibuie 

who moved to Lochinver after getting married. The story is supposed to account for the 

name of the falls.  

A man was out poaching deer with his friend when a mist came down and he went 

over [the falls] from the road side of the loch. His friend didn't hear him go over and 

couldn't find him until they were looking the following morning and the widow 

wanted to see where he had died, then let out a wail and threw herself over from the 

same spot. 
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Wailing Widow Falls (photo by Gemma Smith, April 2019) 
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